
Mobile Biometric Terminals
Borders, migration bureaus, refugee camps, crime scenes, traffic… Places where the density of crowds and 
disorder can intervene with the critical registration and control processes, and increases the risk of error. 
Besides, traditional methods vastly fail to satisfy the needs of such organizations in a globalized world where 
migration is a hot topic. Papilon’s mobile solutions are designed to tackle these problems. You do not have to 
register people in cramped buildings or wait for a convenience to occur for a citizen or migrant to walk in and 
get registered. Their ergonomic and portable design makes them ideal to be used in the field. Their multi-
functional and flexible structure enable them to meet any need that could arise in the field. They can handle 
many tasks from creating tenprint cards to taking photographs, from registering prints to running inquiries via 
local or central datasets. Papilon mobile units think ahead for you.

MT Series



MT-08
MT-08 expresses personal identification by fingerprints in the local 
database and central HOLISTIKA. It creates records / data (rolled 
fingers, slap prints, mugshot photos, and SMTs), and transfers in 
HOLISTIKA. MT-08 also can read and display data from biometric 
documents.

MT SUITCASE
Papilon MT Suitcase is a biometric workstation that includes 
either a Papilon fingerprint scanner or a Papilon ballistic scanner 
(FORENSIKA BS), a camera, a laptop, a document scanner, a 
mobile printer, an extended battery, and peripheral parts in order 
to achieve military standarts. Behind Papilon MT Suitcase, are 
the power of Papilon’s superior fingerprinting and ballistic analysis 
software HOLISTIKA LS application and FORENSIKA and its 
central biometric data management system, Papilon HOLISTIKA. 
Having the resources and efficiency of the best in the sector, 
Papilon MT Suitcase offers an effective data registration and 
management system that could be used even in the hardest 
environmental and technological conditions.

MT-06
MT-06 is a mobile terminal that can create new subject entries and 
run queries. The entries created with MT-06 can be sent to the 
central system for storage. MT-06 is equipped with Papilon LS-11 
Dual Fingerprint Scanner. Thanks to the LS-11, It is possible to 
take a flat and rolled print for each finger.

MT-07 LIGHT
MT-07 Light can do instantaneous identification and identity 
verification in the field by fingerprint. With the optional document 
scanner embedded in the module the chips and MRZs of 
e-passports and next-generation ID cards.

MT-07
MT-07 can do instantaneous identification and identity verification 
in the field. With the document scanner embedded in the module 
the chips and MRZs of e-passports and next-generation ID cards. 
With MT-07 you can also photograph the subjects whose identities 
are inquired within the system.
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